
quattro/CM –  
Compound Logistics & Management
Do you need to keep track of where your samples are stored and how your 
substances are consumed? Do you need to standardize the purchasing of 
compounds?

Efficient compound logistics and management is a key success factor for any 
drug discovery or chemical research organization. 

quattro/CM assists you in all aspects of managing your inventories and 
optimizing the material flow. 

New: a web based client for compound management with quattro/CM!

How it works 
quattro/CM supports the complete life cycle of your materials starting with the 
purchase or synthesis, registration and storage in different locations and finally 

the consumption. The system recognizes the 
available amount and location of any substance 
at any time.

quattro/CM can manage chemical substances 
as well as biological samples, e.g. viral or 
bacterial strains, antibodies, ... 

quattro/CM is easy to use and fully barcode 
enabled.

Compounds, batches and containers

quattro/CM uses a three-stage hierarchy to 
structure inventory information:  compound/
article --> batch --> container.

Each compound or article can have any amount of batches. These 
batches are physically stored in containers, like bottles or well plates. 

quattro/CM allows you to define a minimum stock level for important 
compounds. It monitors the substance consumption and notifies an 
administrator if re-ordering is necessary.

On each level, additional information can be stored like chemical structure, 
molecular features, ordering and inventory information. 

Hazardous substances

Regulatory requirements by the authorities are met by storing hazard symbols, 
MSDS and operating instructions together with a substance. Furthermore, 
quattro/CM tracks all handling and consumption of hazardous and drug precursor 
materials.
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Management of chemical or bio-
logical substances



quattro/CM - What are your benefits?

Integration & Interfaces
 Integration of chemical catalogues, e.g. for building blocks, screening substances
 Import from / export to standard drawing programs for chemical structures like ChemDraw® or Isis-

Draw®

 Integration of various external systems (LIMS, user administration) and lab devices (balances, 
barcode scanners, laboratory robots)

Substance Registration 
 Normalization and standardization of chemical substances
 Duplicate detection, both for chemical and non-chemical substances including enantiomers and 

tautomers
 SD and ASCII file based import and registration

Searching & Reporting
 Extensive, rapid, and effective search capabilities within all quattro/CM data, e.g. IUPAC name, 

supplier, comment, barcode, amount, status, location
 Chemical structure and substructure searches
 Pre-defined reports
 Integrated report designer for customized reports

Request System 
 Allows ordering of substances, aliquots and well plates
 Scheduling and prioritization of orders
 Order tracking and reports

GMP, 21 CFR 11 - Security
 quattro/CM is already used in GMP-regulated areas
 Necessary documentation for validation can be provided
 Built-in audit trails
 Support for electronic signatures
 Sophisticated security administration controlling access to quattro/CM and contained data
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Extensive location and rack management


